Fluid typographic forms (letters, numbers, and other characters), which transform over time to present new identities, are employed in a new kind of temporal typography. These forms, and the behaviours they exhibit, are most commonly seen in temporal media, including television idents, credit sequences, and typographic animation. However, fluidity is dependent on characteristics that were developed historically, from the seventeenth to twentieth centuries. It has become possible to retrospectively identify the ways that historical developments anticipated fluid transformation in temporal typography. Some categories of fluid behaviour would be impossible if it were not for the concept of the letter as malleable, as a three-dimensional object, or as modular. These characteristics permit processes, or fluid behaviours, through which a new identity is introduced to a changing form. This article demonstrates that these three characteristics are reflected in three historical developments: the use of the transformable grid in the development of Romain du Roi, three-dimensional nineteenth-century typefaces, and the modular lettering of Josef Albers, Theo van Doesburg and Bart van der Leck.
described as, in Kac's terms, 'verbal'. 5 They are, at different points in their transformation, verbal, pictorial, or 'asemic' (appearing to be writing or typography, but having no specific verbal identity). 6 Fluid forms lose and acquire their various identities through several different behaviours:
metamorphosis, revelation, or construction (as identified by the author in previous texts). 7 I
propose that the origins of these behaviours, and so the origins of fluidity, can be identified in three distinct developments that have occurred in the history of static typography. In metamorphosis, a form has malleable contours, and through severe warping of those contours, changes shape until it is no longer recognisable as one letter, and instead becomes recognisable as another letter, image or object. This behaviour is reliant on the notion of a letter as a form that has several states, and may be transformed between those states. This notion was introduced through the creation of the 'penche' (italic) version of Romain du Roi, when the use of a grid allowed the manipulation of a typeface to produce alternative states of the same form. In revelation, a letter is revealed to have multiple identities as its different surfaces are revealed over time, either through rotation of the object or through navigation around it. This is only possible if the letter is perceived as having multiple different surfaces, each with different features. This is the case with three-dimensional typographic objects, such as those that began to appear frequently in eighteenth century woodblock typefaces. In construction, a form breaks apart and those parts re-form into a different arrangement. In this new arrangement, the collection of parts is perceived as having a different identity as in its initial appearance on the screen. This behaviour may only occur as a consequence of the notion of a letter as modular, constructed from separate parts, as in the modernist lettering of Josef Albers, Theo van Doesburg and Bart van der Leck. These designers presented letters that were constructed from separate interchangeable shapes or 'primitives'. 8 Since the introduction of screen-based temporal media, commentators and historians have retrospectively identified historical precursors to digital and moving typography. For example, Andre and Girou regard Romain du Roi (1695) as the first instance of a bitmap typeface, as well as the originator of the concept of 'vectorial' fonts. 9 This retrospective appreciation of historical developments, framing historical practices in contemporary contexts, depends on the complete understanding of those contemporary contexts. Since fluidity is a neglected category of temporal typography, 10 and the subject of limited contemporary discussion, it is a practice that has not yet prompted reassessment of historical developments. Failure to identify fluidity has caused a lack of appreciation for the significance of some historical developments to contemporary practice.
Although previous texts have sought to identify the origins of temporal typography in historical examples of static typography, such texts tend to address motion (a change in the position and layout of forms, on a global scale), rather than change that occurs at the local level of the individual letterform, as in fluid artefacts. Texts by Hillner and Ikonen are typical in identifying the influence of Futurist typographers such as F.T. Marinetti and, later, Concrete poets, as their typography sought to communicate temporal properties (such as rhythm) through static type, and most notably, 'analogy of motion'. 11 The importance of the work of the Futurists and Concrete poets is undeniable, and so this article does not seek to revise these histories, however there are also several additional developments in static typography that must be added to these histories. 12 I will attach particular significance to the process by which the slanted ('penché') form of each letter is achieved, emphasizing the method of production rather than the end-result. The development of the 'penche' form of Romain du Roi, specifically the distortions used to create its slanted forms, establish the notion that the silhouette of a letterform can be subjected to distortion.
In an effort to transform the process of type design from a craft into a science, and seeking to uncover the supposed secrets of the ideal letterform, a study conducted at the French Académie des Sciences from 1695 placed letterforms on grids. 13 Inspired by the previous work of Geoffrey the Romain du Roi is not an example of temporal typography, the method used in its creation (and the publication of that method) had a significant impact on the emergence of fluid type, where the audience is directly shown a character coming into being. When we consider that the aim of the Académie was to separate type from craft, establishing it as a mathematical product, the inclusion of the grid as a diagram acts as both illustration and evidence of the new method of production, and hence the new way of thinking about the nature of the letterform. Arguably, it is this process, rather than the end-product, that has been most influential in the later development of temporal typography, specifically in morphing letterforms. 21 Significantly for this investigation into fluid typography, the committee created a slanted ('penché') version of Romain du Roi, by apparently 'deforming' the grid. 22 Although slanted and italic typefaces had previously existed, this was the first that was developed as an alternative version of an upright face, as opposed to an entirely separate typeface. 23 This established the notion that a sloped letterform could be a manipulated version of an upright. 24 By placing a letterform onto a grid, it was possible to stretch it to produce alternative weights, and to skew it in order to create slanted versions of a letterform. 25 Slanted versions of Romain du Roi letterforms were achieved by tilting the vertical lines of the grid, and thus type could be considered, implicitly, and potentially, malleable. This ultimately introduced the notion that type, although 2). 28 This shaded area implies a shadow cast by the plate onto a surface that is positioned behind and slightly away from the grid, as if the plate was propped up against a vertical wall. Perhaps more significantly, this shadow is a different shape to those shown alongside the upright grids.
Here the shadow narrows at the top, indicating that the grid is leaning backwards, receding, the grid is upright. The shadow could therefore arguably be interpreted as indicating the presence of depth that does not exist in the upright forms. If this shadow can be understood as representing depth, then here is evidence to suggest that recent texts have failed to identify its significance, and have misinterpreted the production method of the 'penché' letterforms. Andre and Girou, and Rigby, interpret the French 'penché' as 'slanted' or 'italic', suggesting two-dimensional manipulation, not three-dimensional transformation. 29 Only Jammes uses the term 'sloped', perhaps implying three-dimensional shift (though his text does not explicitly refer to depth or volume). 30 Andre and Girou suggest that Simmoneau's plates show the apparent 'deformation' of Romain du Roi in order to achieve the 'penché' form of each letter. 31 Even in its native French, the term 'penché' is vague, in that it can be understood either as two-dimensional slanting or three-dimensional leaning or sloping. 32 As can be observed in the reproduction below (Fig. 2) , the horizontal lines of the grid remain horizontal, while vertical lines slant to the right, thereby repositioning the top of the grid (and the letter contained within it), further right than the bottom. This grid, viewed alone, could justifiably be described as deformed, as it has been by Andre and Girou. 33 However, to the right of this slanted grid is a triangular shadow, indicating that the grid is not skewed to the right, but is in fact sloped backwards, so that the top of the letter recedes in isometric three-dimensional space. These diagrams suggest that the letterforms are not in fact deformed or skewed, but retain their original shape. The apparent slanting of the letter is an optical illusion achieved through transformation of the letter plane in illusionistic space.
It may be that this framing is not considered noteworthy by recent texts because these plates were produced when such framing was commonplace in France, as well as the rest of Europe and the USA. It was common to present typographic information within an ornamental frame, as in map cartouches, from the twelfth until the middle of the nineteenth century. 34 Such cartouches often positioned typographic elements within a three-dimensional environment. Although many positioned text within ornamental pictorial settings which appeared entirely removed from the process of creating or presenting type or writing, many such cartouches presented text on a scroll, or as if engraved on a slab of stone, thereby directly illustrating ways in which equivalent words could be displayed in real-life settings. These emphasized three-dimensionality, with shaded areas and highlights. In many late examples, even the type itself was presented as three-dimensional, with shading beneath each letter (see below). 35 In a few cases, the lettering was even distorted to complement the shape of the surface on which it apparently sat. Cartouches from Didier and As Jammes observes, the notion of the italic or slanted Roman is in itself 'revolutionary', but the imagined sloping of the letterform, so that it recedes in virtual three-dimensional space, may be considered even more significant, particularly since three-dimensional typefaces did not come into common use until more than 100 years later (see below). 36 There is, however, a fundamental difference between three-dimensional type and the three-dimensional relocation of a single plane.
Simoneau's 'Constructions des Lettres' do not translate the planar letter into a three-dimensional form, but they do, as the presence of the shadow suggests, imagine it as existing within threedimensional space. This implies a fundamental shift in the understanding of the nature of the space occupied by a letter, replacing the idea of the flat page with the notion of the letter as an object within space. As an object, the letter may be viewed from multiple angles, slanted or rotated, and so may apparently distort without undergoing any actual manipulation.
Nineteenth century three-dimensional lettering
Further progress towards contemporary fluid typography was made via the introduction of threedimensional typography. The conventional or customary appearance of written or printed characters is as two-dimensional forms. 37 As Skolos and Wedell observe, 'Letterforms themselves have no intrinsic third dimension'. 38 However, letters have been depicted as three-dimensional objects for many years. It is difficult to identify precisely when three-dimensional type first emerged since, as a small survey of typefoundry catalogues from the nineteenth century reveals, foundries rarely published the dates of the release of their typefaces. 39 Eskilson observes that three-dimensional typefaces flourished from the 1850s. 40 However, earlier specimens demonstrate that the concept of the verbal form as a three-dimensional object was well established in the preceding years, first in hand-drawn lettering, and then in type. 41 In illuminated letters, signage, and illustrated lettering, letterforms have been depicted either as composed of objects, or as objects themselves. 42 Although typefoundry catalogues omit dates, a few dated specimens have been preserved and remain in more recent encyclopaedias of type. J.F. Rosart's Enschedé, produced in 1759, includes partly 'shaded capitals' that are 'almost three-dimensional in appearance'. 43 Enschedé's capitals contain shaded areas to the right of each stroke, as if illuminated from the left. However this shading is omitted from some strokes and serifs, suggesting that the three-dimensional appearance is incidental. Fully three-dimensional forms began to emerge in the 1810s and 20s. Thorne Shaded (Robert Thorne, c. 1810), uses similar shading to Enschedé, but extends it to all strokes and serifs, creating the impression of type which has been extruded. Vincent Figgins' 1817 Egyptian typeface extends the notion of the character as an object by extruding only its contours. Egyptian presents the front and side surfaces that one would encounter in any three-dimensional object, with the addition of internal surfaces, thus multiplying the potential surfaces that could be imagined as contained within the character. There is the possibility of imagining each form as viewed from within the centre of the character, looking outwards at its contours as if they were the walls of an enclosed space. In Egyptian, ambiguity of figure and ground exists as the apparent front faces of each letter bear no ink, and so are not printed on the page. The existence of these front surfaces is thereby not directly depicted, only assumed on the basis of cues from the surrounding form. This illusion occurs as a consequence of the Gestalt law of Prägnanz, which suggests that we are more likely to perceive the geometrically simple shape of a letter than a group of many more complex forms that, in this case, represent each vertical surface. By presenting the character as an object, these examples imagine the character as having tactile properties, such as surface texture and weight. Crucially for this investigation into fluid typography, three-dimensional type introduces the idea that a character may have multiple surfaces. By extension, the character can be imagined as existing in navigable space, and that the viewer could approach those multiple surfaces from different directions.
The notion of a verbal form as a three-dimensional object is distinct from the notion of a verbal form as occupying three-dimensional space. Though, as was argued above, the italic form of Romain du Roi implies the presence of depth within the page, the characters are themselves planar. The apparently three-dimensional lettering of the nineteenth century reverses this, with three-dimensional characters existing on a flat plane. The treatment of characters as objects allows viewers to imagine them as 'physical, spatial entities', with the potential to be viewed from alternative angles. 44 These nineteenth-century three-dimensional typefaces depict the extrusion of flat characters, exploring 'illusionistic depth'. 45 Vital to this exploration of fluidity is that this extrusion of a flat character imagines it as having multiple surfaces, with only the front surface of each three-dimensional object having the shape of a character while other faces are abstract, and not identifiable as alphanumeric. The side surfaces of an 'A' or 'B', for example, all appear to be rectangles, and the alphabetic identity of the form is only revealed if the viewer is presented with what is considered to be the front surface (as in Fig. 3) . Potentially, therefore, a three-dimensional character is capable of containing and presenting multiple different identities.
Although early three-dimensional characters are drawn to display the alphanumeric front face, the 3D character can be imagined as capable of displaying numerous non-verbal identities when viewed from another angle. In a temporal or navigable environment, the various surfaces, and hence the various identities, may be revealed over time. As each surface is revealed, the object appears to acquire a new identity. In Vincent Viriot's Evil/Love/Hate (2008, Fig. 5 ). Viriot also presents a threedimensional virtual model which contains three different verbal identities. As the film progresses, the camera navigates around the model to sequentially reveal the words 'hate', 'evil', and 'love'.
Each object, being three-dimensional, has several surfaces. Some of these surfaces are illuminated with an apparently blue light, others with a pink light, and others are left unlit. Those surfaces which are unlit remain the same white as the backdrop, allowing for each object to appear noticeable when viewed from its coloured/illuminated side, but to blend into the background when its undecorated surfaces are presented. As the camera swings in a loop around the arrangement of objects, each of the four structures presents, in turn, one of the four letters of each word. The differently coloured surfaces help to differentiate between the different verbal identities, while the undecorated surfaces allow for an apparent reduction in the number of strokes when the same object must present, for example, the three strokes of an 'A', in 'hate' and then the single stroke of an 'I' in 'evil'. Vlas (1941). These works reflected modernist enthusiasm for regular and interchangeable component parts. The modernist era was a time of 'mass production and prefabrication', made possible through the 'standardisation of components…for the rapid erection and repair of objects'. 48 It was possible to emulate the machine aesthetic through repetition, enhanced by the reductionism that was practiced, in particular, at the Bauhaus. 49 These ideas led to verbal forms being broken down into their most primitive components, resulting in characters that were not complete wholes, but configurations. 50 Each character was not a single form, but a collection of geometric parts, often with gaps between them to emphasize the modularity.
As design historian Paul Greenhalgh observes, 'the Modern movement was concerned almost wholly with means of production rather than with consumption'. 51 The construction of the character -how it was produced -was an important consideration for typographers including Albers and van Doesburg. Although their methods may have been very different to those of the Académie des Sciences, these practitioners embraced the same notion that the process of production could be considered at least as important as the outcome. 52 In 'modular construction', this process is one of building or assembly. 53 In his Horseman poster (1919), Bart van der Leck constructed characters from assorted rectangular forms. Van der Leck himself referred to such works as 'compositions', describing characters that are built, as opposed to moulded, with each character 'systematically' constructed 'as if it were a building'. 54 Construction, as opposed to other methods of creation, leaves the component parts as whole forms or objects in their own right: part of a verbal character but still independent. The forms may still be identified as rectangles, even after they have been stacked to create the shape of a verbal character.
Central to these modular letterforms is the notion that component parts are interchangeable. Only a limited number of primitives are used to construct the entire alphabet. In Albers' Stencil, only three geometric 'primary forms', rotated, stacked and rearranged, are required to construct every one of the 26 letters and numbers in a standard character set, while van Doesburg's De Stijl requires only four rectangles of assorted lengths. 55 It was fundamental, in order to adhere to modernist principles, that variation among component parts was minimal. Mass production requires parts that are 'capable of adaption', so a single component part can be put to use in multiple different roles. 56 As Stencil demonstrates, this notion is applicable in typeface design. between the primitives used to construct type, and those used to construct image (Fig. 6) . A figurative image is reduced to coloured polygons, with similar polygons used to create type. The addition of colour to the type reinforces the pictorial quality of the blocks that are used in the construction of van der Leck's lettering. Channel 4 ident from separate parts. These separate parts initially appear to be objects in their own right. In Lambie Nairn's early idents, the figure '4' is constructed from abstract polygons, which move independently of one another and align to present a group that can be read as a single figure. MPC was employed to retrieve some of the core characteristics of Lambie Nairn's processes, while introducing new features to demonstrate the radical change that had come about as a consequence of the introduction of 'the arrival of many new digital channels'. 65 The Atlas idents present similar construction behaviour to Lambie Nairn's idents, but incorporate significant visual difference with the addition of figurative objects, digitally modelled to imitate live-action footage. In these idents, the component parts of the '4' are 'subtly disguised as elements in each environment shown'. 66 In one example, Tokyo (2006, see Fig. 7 ), objects initially appear to be illuminated street signs, but, through tracked navigation, resulting in a parallax, these objects appear to align, adopting the identity of the figure '4'. During this process, the initial identity of each object is revealed to be a masquerade. Although they initially appear to be pictorial, and part of live-action footage, through fluidity they are cast out of that paradigm and into one of motion graphics. The construction of the '4' forces a sudden shift from an apparently environmental space, to a graphical space. 
Conclusion
The fluid behaviours that are seen in some contemporary temporal typography are dependent on qualities and notions that were established in print. Much writing on the origins of temporal typography cites historical examples that present 'analogy of motion'. 67 However, it is important to acknowledge that it is not just motion that is exhibited in temporal typography. This article has
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